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Introduction
Failure of mechanical components such as the crankshaft is a constant key issue in managing the life cycle and risk analysis in the automobile industry. Generally, there are two methods used in determining the appropriate model in determining the time to failure for the automobile crankshaft which were (1) . Understanding of the physical nature of failure through the experimental analysis, (2) . By analysing and predicting the reliability based physical nature of failure through a stochastic process. It is known that the crankshaft is designed to last a lifetime with a significant safety limit [2] [3] 5] but its failure is still unavoidable due the variation of loading sequence during its operating condition. Therefore, the consequences of failure of the crankshaft over its operating period would cause a more severe failure towards the engine block and the other connecting subcomponents [6, 22] . It has been shown in the literature [9-12, 14, 33] through their experimental analysis and simulation, the mean time to failure would be random due to high cycle and low stress of bending and torsion loads. Therefore, the component has to meet strict criteria, to ensure its reliability characteristics.
Nevertheless, there is a possibility of unavoidable component failure, which over time results from fluctuating service loading [8, 15] . Not only does a component approaching fatigue failure threaten the correct functioning of the entire system, it causes other components to sciENcE aNd tEchNology operate at suboptimal levels. Earlier experimental studies discussing the model of uncertainty have concluded that crack growth behaviour and the overall fatigue life are a result of variability and uncertainty in the load spectrum [1, 4, 17] . The importance of predicting fatigue failure is therefore unequivocal, and data from real-time monitoring can provide an accurate assessment of the durability of a component or structure, so performance can be maintained and the equipment lifetime is maximised [25] [26] [27] . Hence, stochastic modelling method will provide a new perspective in contrast to the conventional deterministic models. The prior model evolves in the direction of more computational mathematical methods based on the Markov process, rather than lengthier Karhunen-Loeve, Weiner integral, and Rayleigh techniques [23, [33] [34] .
Therefore, the modelling of the stochastic process using the suggested Markov chain provides an alternative method is assessing time to failure for a given structure or component. This is because the Markov chain is a probabilistic method that has the ability to synthetically generate and calculate an accurate relationship between experimental and simulation data based on the failure state conditions [10] . Likewise, the probability relates to the physical condition of components the reliability of random fatigue crack growth under variable amplitude loading can model the effects of the loading sequence and correlate this to the effects on the structure. Therefore, the failure of most components is relative towards the function performed by that component or the system over a given period of time where this was used to quantify the time to failure in terms of reliability [35, 36] . This is because the Weibull distribution has the capability to increase or decrease the failure time without changing the level of stress through the various properties of the shape, scale and location parameter that was further characterized mathematically into 2 modes: (1). Non-monotonic failure -observing the bath tub curve, (2) . Monotonic failure; in predicting the failure rate [21, 28] .
The reliability lifecycle assessment of an automobile crankshaft is studied in this paper by modelling the stochastic algorithm based on the time to failure distribution. This is much needed by the local automobile industry because at the present time, the automotive industry uses dynamic phenomena to predict fatigue failure under service loading that leads to conservative designs and higher costs in manufacture and maintenance. This stochastic algorithm modelling evolves around the mathematical tool to quantifying variable loading over a given period of time by synthetically generating time to failure data that is near similar based on actual max-min. This stochastic algorithm uses the probabilistic approach which consists of measures that define a sample space based on a time function, assigned to each outcome. Likewise, the importance of modelling the stochastic algorithm is to bridge the gap between the stochastic process and the experimental method by characterizing reliability lifecycle assessment through the parametric distribution models under random mixed mode loading. Thus, the stochastic algorithm is developed in order to assess the reliability rate, mean time to failure and hazard rate through the parametric distribution to model. More poignantly, the significant difference between the both the stochastic algorithm and experimental model is validated through the statistical process in determining the optimal reliability and hazard rate based on the parametric distributions.
Methodology

Development of framework
Reliability is an important tool in lifetime prediction for all mechanical components especially in the automobile industry. The reliability lifetime prediction for the crankshaft must be approached at the fundamental level by understanding the physics and mechanism of failure that would occurs on the crankshaft over a given period. Therefore it is important to identify the physics and mechanism of failure before beginning the reliability modelling (Fig. 1) .
The reliability time to failure assessment (Fig. 2) illustrates the operational loading condition of the crankshaft through a combination of the bending and torsional stresses, where in general the combination of the stresses will lead towards the failure of the crankshaft over a given period of time. Since the fatigue failure is considered to be stochastic in nature, therefore it is justified to model the failure of the component based on random loading over a given period of time.
Various studies in the literature [16, 32] have mentioned that the time to failure for the component would be between 30 hours to 700 hours depending on the severity of the operating condition.
Hence, the Discrete Markov Chain is used to computationally model the failure probability criterion through the characterization of failure states over a given period of time. Likewise, the development of the schematic stochastic algorithm provides a computational accurate and efficient prediction based on the time to failure [7, 13] when compared with the practical operating condition of the crankshaft. The development of the algorithm based on the framework provides the reliability assessment especially when there are constrains due to cost and lengthy duration of experimental setups. The TTF parametric distribution of Weibull, Lognormal and Gaussian is developed to determine the optimal model in reliability prediction for the crankshaft based on the physics and mechanism of failure (Fig. 3) .
The flowchart (Fig. 3) explains: Characterize the failure model of the crankshaft through the 1.
stochastic process based on the mechanism of failure.
Simulate the time to failure through the Markov Chain model 2.
to obtain near identical data as the sampling data.
Derive the TTF parametric distribution of Weibull, Lognormal 3.
and Gaussian distribution model to determine the reliability, failure rate and mean time to failure. Statistically evaluate the reliability rate, failure rate and mean 4.
time to failure with obtained automobile sampling data. Propose an appropriate TTF parametric distribution model as 5.
an optimal model in reliability analysis and prediction for the crankshaft.
In this paper, the TTF prediction and updating framework is presented in application to the problem of reliability assessment of the automobile crankshaft. This suggested method uses the Markov process which is a modification of the previously developed Bayesian framework for fatigue damage prediction [11] . The stochastic process is applied in two levels: first, to generate synthetical data that mirrors the actual time to failure data using the failure probabilitic criterion through the Markov process; second, to assess the reliability of the component based on each of the parameteric distribution class within a set of the synthetically generated data. Consequently, this model provides the advantage of being able to quantify the optimal parametric distribution associated with (1) model parameters and (2) model choice for the reliability assessment, in response to the actual loading condition in modeling in predicting fatigue failure. Finally the TTF models is validated with the existing industrial data obtained from the local automobile industry to determine the optimal parametric distribution model to be used for the reliability assessment of the crankshaft. The conceptual scheme (Fig. 4) of the proposed stochastic model framework for reliability assessment of time to failure based on the parametric distribution is illustrated.
Modelling of time to failure through the Markov Chain model
The characterization of failure is modelled as a state transition probability based on the mechanism of failure using the Markov Chain process. The Markov Chain has the capability in providing information for the future state, where the future state is independent of the past state given that present state is known [7] :
The time to failure for the crankshaft is modelled as a two state Markov Chain two-state condition (Fig. 5 ) based on the actual loading condition is represented in the state condition. Likewise consider the states as follows: B: bending and T: torsion where in the Markov model, each occurrence between states is characterized by an occurrence rate and is modeled as a recurrent state condition. The recurrent tells us that the chain will keep on changing over a given period of time until failure and it is observed that the transitions from B to T and T to B may have consequences but both form one unique cluster, i.e., the instrinct state of failure for the component.
Based on the experimental time to failure recorded from previous studies as mentioned earlier provided the physics and mechanism of failure for the crankshaft where from the preceding state condition (Fig. 4) , the following Markov Chain model is numerically modelled to represent the state transition of failure over the given period of time. (2) where The Markov Chain model from the preceding equations creates the ability to generate a new sequence of numerically random yet near similar sampling data that will be further used in determining the reliability of the crankshaft over a given period of time [24] .
Hence, the developed Markov Chain model looks at the probabilistic criterion for bending and torsion loading based on the modelled state condition under the mixed mode loading criteria, even though it has been mentioned that the torsional load can be neglected because this load is considered less than ten percent of the bending load [Fonte]. Hence, based on the perception, probability matrix (P n ) is modelled in terms of the probabilistic matrices to model the probabilistic condition though various sets of probabilistic condition to illustrate as the probability of going from P B to P T .
(3)
Due to this effect, the probability matrix (P n ), in the form of the time (T) was used to analyze the time condition each time the chain visited the individual state condition. Therefore, the stochastic process, in the form of the time vector, (T) was used to analyze the loading condition each time the chain visited the individual state condition:
Furthermore, the time taken for torsion loading to start its effect is when the crankshaft is in the operating condition due to forces acting in the direction of the axial rotation but it must be supported by the bending loading conditions and this is modelled in terms of the sciENcE aNd tEchNology probability matrix (μ). The purpose of using this matrix is to provide a weightage on the failure criterion besides eliminating confusing for the initial condition of the failure of the component.
Finally, the discrete Markov Chain is expressed in the generalized scalar terms, by providing a direct time-based approach for determining the TTF for the transition from one state to another. This generalized term is used in for the reliability assessment in in reliability assessment for the fatigue failure [7, 18] . (6) 
Fundamental formulation for reliability
TTF for an automobile crankshaft under loading condition would occur randomly over a given period of time [29, 30] and is modelled through the three parameter Weibull, Lognormal and Gaussian TTF parametric distribution function:
Weibull:
where θ = scale parameter, β = shape parameter and γ = location parameter.
Lognormal:
Gaussian:
where μ = mean, σ = standard deviation.
The cumulative density function, reliability function and hazard rate function can be derived using (7), (8) and (9) for the TTF parametric distribution of Weibull, Lognormal and Gaussian. Cumulative density function: (10) Reliability function:
(11) Hazard rate function:
The failure rate distribution function for the TTF parametric distribution is derived based on its operating time:
Lognormal: ;
Normal:
The TTF parametric distribution of Weibull, Lognormal and Gaussian is derived to determine reliability function of the crankshaft:
The behaviour of failure in terms of decreasing failure rate; constant failure rate; increasing failure rate hazard is obtained mathematically through (12) for the TTF parametric distribution of Weibull, Lognormal and Gaussian:
Based on the failure rate distribution function, a statistical regression analysis is performed to determine the estimated values for shape and scale parameter (22) using the Weibull transformation, the following is obtained: (23) where:
and (24) with the value of β would represent the gradient of the slope and the intercepting axis is ln(θ) and is used on WPP.
Results and Discussion
Markov Chain simulation model
The TTF was generated computationally and compared with the maximum and minimum of the expected time to failure as shown in Table 1 . The first order discrete Markov Chain was convenient in modelling the sequence of maximum and minimum TTF for the extreme conditions based on the various RPM series. Hence, it is observed that the differences between the synthetically generated data using discrete Markov Chain and the automobile data were approximately between 2% to 9%. It shows that the Markov Chain displayed properties of generating new but random sequence data for the sequences of maximum and minimum load conditions that were almost similar to the field data. Likewise, it is observed that the range of data gener-sciENcE aNd tEchNology ated (Fig. 6 ) is within the given range limit of the failure time. This indicated that there will be no outliers in the TTF prediction of the component under the sequence of bending and torsional loads. Hence, making the reliability assessment a little less tedious because of the TTF falling with the specific control limit.
These sequences of maximum and minimum time are frequently used to model the failure rate and reliability using the parametric distribution through the parameterization properties such as the mean, standard deviation, shape and scale parameters. The effects of the parameterization properties is to accelerate and decelerate the failure of the component without adjust the stress levels of the component [29] . Therefore, this justifies the use of the of proposed algorithm in reliability assessment based on the characteristics of the various parametric distribution. Hence, the degree of error of the chosen model are evaluated individually to validate the accuracy of the synthetically generated data [10] .
Reliability analysis and prediction
The shape parameter is evaluated on the WPP through the Weibull transformation of the numerical data set (t 1 , t 2 ,t 3 , …,t n ) generated from the Markov Chain to describe the properties for failure of the crankshaft during its lifetime (Fig. 7) . This is an important aspect where the WPP is used in estimating the probability of failure occurrence over a given period of time.
The shape parameter is evaluated to be greater than 2.0 with an estimated scale parameter of 220 hours. This indicates that the failure properties would gradually increase with minimal risk of early failure as shown in Table 2 with the understanding that the crankshaft is designed to withstand a lifetime.
The probability density function and cumulative density function provides a mathematical model for evaluating and predicting the failure of the crankshaft due to random bending and torsional stresses over a given period of time. TTF parametric distribution of Weibull, Lognormal and Gaussian is plotted (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 ) to statistically determine the mean square error for each of the distribution with the sampling data obtained from the automobile industry. Although the Gaussian distribution is one of the most prominent distributions in statistics that is derived as the probability distribution of the sum of random variables but it is rarely used in modelling the failure distribution because it is defined within a range of the range (− ¥,¥) though by the defined positive support. Likewise, the Gaussian distribution belongs to the exponential family, i.e. Weibull and lognormal distribution; that are the exponential family that is analytically tractable. Previous studies [29, 31] even suggested that in terms of reliability assessment, the Gaussian distribution can also be applied to representing failure time. However, in the automobile industry, the Gaussian distribution has never assumed to be normally distributed as the failure would occur randomly under extreme loading condition [19] [20] . Hence, by modelling the would provide an optimal model in determining the most appropriate parametric distribution to represent the TTF for the crankshaft under this operational condition.
In prediction of desired reliability life it is very important to understand the physics and failure mechanism of the crankshaft for better improvement. The contributing factor for failure mechanism of the crankshaft is due of the bending and torsional stresses with the fluctuation of loads during the operational time period [1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 32] . The optimal desired reliability life prediction (Fig. 10) based on the Fig. 6 . Observation of the generated data within the upper and lower time limits. 
Fig. 7. Plot of three parameter Weibull for the crankshaft
decreasing failure rate exponential distribution increasing failure rate, concave Rayleigh distribution increasing failure rate, convex increasing failure rate, approaches normal distribution; symmetrical sciENcE aNd tEchNology mechanism of failure using the Markov Chain process using on the TTF parametric distribution as derived earlier. It is shown that the desired reliability life will reduce gradually over time with a physical interpretation of gradual wear out and deterioration due bending and torsional stress acting onto the crankshaft over a given period of time.
The failure rate (Fig. 11 ) displayed an exponential increment due to high cycle and low bending and torsional stress throughout the entire operational time period of the crankshaft. It was observed that Weibull showed minimal differences and near similarity towards the sampling data due to shape parameter, where shape parameter provides an important role in characterising the failure process model of the crankshaft under mixed mode loading when compared towards the automobile sampling data.
Evaluation of TTF characterisation fitting for optimal reliability prediction
Based from graphically comparison shown earlier, the accuracy of each distribution was tested using the statistical RMSE technique in determining the optimal model to represent the reliability for the crankshaft. Then the degree of error effect among the parametric data and the three statistical distributions is evaluated. Hence, among three kinds of statistical distributions, the Weibull three-parameter has best fitting effect with minimal percentage of error in comparison with the Gaussian and lognormal distribution as shown in Table 3 . Therefore, three-parameter Weibull distribution is recommended for crankshaft TTF data fitting with the intension to verify and distinguish which TTF parametric distribution will provide as a fundamental predictive result in analysing and predicting the reliability for an automobile crankshaft based on the actual sampling data. (21) In the preceding equation, is the sampling data obtained from the automobile industry and is the numerical data set obtained from the Markov Chain model.
The statistical moment from numerical data set obtained from the Markov Chain model is compared towards the sampling data from the automobile industry as shown in Table 4 . It is observed that the MTTF for the three parameter Weibull occurs earlier compared to the sampling data indicating a better failure prediction compared to the other TTF distributions. The advantage of an earlier MTTF prediction is essential for preventive maintenance for burn-in period to increase the life cycle reliability and reduce the failure rate of the crankshaft. In practice, the MTTF is taken into account especially during the designing phase in order to avoid any over estimation of the safety factor. Besides that, the MTTF provides essential failure estimation that assist the development of the maintenance schedule. 
Conclusion
This study investigated an optimal model to represent the TTF parametric distribution by developing the stochastic algorithm using the Markov Chain to predict the reliability of the crankshaft. The main purpose is to bridge the gap between the experimental and simulation analysis as throughout decades of investigation, numerous fatigue models have been proposed and a large amount of data has been derived from expensive experimental programs. The proposed algorithms models the fatigue failure under random TTF is to overcome the shortcomings of laboratory testing, because even under assumed ideal laboratory testing, fatigue tests showed a considerable amount of scatter under stochastic dynamic service loads. Hence, through the developed algorithm using the Markov process, the characterization of the parametric distribution functions had been modelled through the generation of synthetic data. Likewise, the statistical validation of the algorithm illustrated that the synthetically generated data from the Markovian process suggested that the three parameter Weibull distribution model provides an optimal reliability assessment with RMSE and MSE ranging 5 to 9% when compared towards the actual automobile sampling data.
Besides that, the physical failure properties is seen through the Weibull transformation method, where the shape parameter was the calculated to be greater than 2.0 to indicate that the failure of the crankshaft would occur gradually with low risk of early failure. Furthermore, the proposed algorithms showed that the three parameter Weibull distribution provides an optimal model in predicting the reliability, mean time to failure and hazard rate for an automobile crankshaft through the time dependent failure analysis. Thus, the three parameter Weibull distribution using the Markov Chain model of generating data is an accurate and efficient method for reliability lifecycle assessment when compare with the automobile sampling data in this case study. 
